2002 ford focus brakes

Ford Focus owners have reported 16 problems related to brake master cylinder under the
service brakes category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the
Focus. We have a Ford Focus sfe, the high economy model. The brake pedal can be applied
directly to the floor, not reliably stopping the car. Sometime it can be pumped up, sometimes
not. Then the abs-anti skid controller box was replaced, again to no avail. Then the rear calipers
were replaced. Once more no cure. The dealer then applied the entire recall fix. This issue has
dragged on for three months with no end in sight. Most of the time the car has been at the
dealer. My wife and I both afraid to drive or be a passenger in this car. It's far too dangerous.
Step on the brakes and sometimes they work well, sometimes they work with your foot pressed
to the floor slowing the car but not reliably stopping it. Frankly, the dealer has tried to solve the
problem with continuous messages to Ford corporate with no satisfactory response. At the
same time Ford corporate was identifying the issue and preparing a recall. What would you do?
See all problems of the Ford Focus. While driving vehicle will not stop. On highway and regular
streets. Brake pedals applied but are pushed to the floor. To stop I pump brakes and eventually
they come back. Reported problem to dealer but was told nothing was wrong. Have replaced
master cylinder and brakes in the last year but problem still persists. Almost had accident
yesterday and am terrified of driving car. Don't remember any recalls but have been reading
other people's comments on this same problem. What is the fix for this!!! I have all of my
service records and papers but sold the car to my daughter kelly wilmer last year and she keeps
having same issues. I have told her to get rid of the car because it is not safe. I drove car for 10
years with this problem and was lucky not to have an accident but did have some close calls. At
this point I want to know exactly what the problem is and how to fix it because she is a single
mother with no money to be buying cars. I saw a complaint that it could be the abs pump but
the was a one year design and can't be purchased anymore, if this is the case then we are
screwed. Please advise what the correct fix is if you can. I have owned my Ford f super crew
lariat for almost 3 years. I purchased it brand new from a dealer in palm beach county florida. I
am on top of my routine maintenance and have just had my truck serviced 3 weeks ago. I had to
use my emergency brake to stop my vehicle from going through a stop sign. Thankfully, I was
not involved in an accident. My master cylinder had lost all its fluid but there were no signs of
leaks. I added brake fluid and I could see it leaving the reservoir. It appears to be leaking into
the brake booster. I had to have my truck towed to the dealership and I'm waiting to hear back
from the service department. The contact owns a Ford Focus. While reversing at 4 mph, the
contact depressed the brake pedal and the pedal traveled to the floorboard, failing to slow the
vehicle. The vehicle was taken to fraser Ford sales ltd king st w, oshawa, on l1j 8n5, canada ,
but the dealer was unable to diagnose the cause of the failure. The dealer flushed the brake
lines; however, the failure recurred. The vehicle was taken back to fraser Ford sales ltd, but the
failure could not be diagnosed again. The vehicle was not repaired. The contact replaced the
master cylinder, brake lines, and calipers, but the failure continued. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failures. The approximate failure mileage was 78, Spongy braking issues,
recently the brakes on my Ford Focus have become very spongy, I took it in to firestone and
they could not find the problem. They said that my front and rear brakes were perfectly normal,
but being that I drive my vehicle everyday I know that something is up. I am finding it hard to
stop at red lights and on the highway. It's almost to the point where I have to press the brake
peddle the floor to get the vehicle to stop. The mechanic said that it may be the master cylinder
or a combination of other things, but one thing is true Ford needs to do a recall on this issue
before someone dies or gets hurt. I pray this does not fall on deaf ears and action is taken!!. I
have a Ford Focus zx4 5 speed. I have had to replace the clutch master cylinder 3 times within a
years time. The problem is the part is plastic and over time it starts to leak due to the pressure it
takes to change gears. I'm in rush hour traffic daily and having to stop and start. The master
cylinder shares fluid from the brake reservoir. I have had low to non existent braking power. The
master clutch has leaked inside my car and oil dripped onto the clutch and brake peddles
causing foot slippage. The latest situations I was stuck in traffic,stop and go, and began having
problems getting the car in gear. Next I was backing up slowly when I experienced no clutch
peddle and the car began speeding up I could not get it out of gear I had to shutdown the engine
to stop the car from pulling and get it out of gear. The car idles high when I come to a light or
stop sign and eventually comes down. The gas peddle sticks in cooler weather. There are times
when I'm in traffic I have to press really hard. The break master cylinder has been leaking since
70, miles. Since then, the break oil has been adding whenever a parking break light was turned
on. I have driven more than 10 different used and new cars in domestic and import. This is first
time to have the break master cylinder issue. It is now , miles. The leaking break oil seemed to
be depend on the number of the break pushing. The oil doesn't seem to be leaking when the car

is in parking. For example, I parked the car more than 3 weeks because I traveled. When I came
back, I didn't notice the break oil level changed. The shortest refilling the break oil was within a
week. One occasion, it lasted over 3 month. There was no car accident involved in this car.
There was no mechanical modification done on any of the part. This was exactly the same car
that came out from the factory. The driving condition was usually a city boundary with well
paved road. The longest driving was miles. The leaking oil usually went down clutch pedal that
made the pedal slippery. If I had a hand towel to absorb the leaking oil, I had to change it once a
month or two month. The break oil didn't seem to leak outside of the cabin. The engine
compartment was clean and dry. After a two-week vacation, I was going to drive my Ford Focus
to work. As I was backing out of the garage, I noticed that the brakes were extremely soft. The
repair shop that diagnosed and repaired the problem told me that I had a total failure of the
master cylinder which controls both the clutch and brakes. They also said that this is the
second incident that they were aware of. Repair included a new master cylinder and
replacement brake fluid. I do not know if it was coincidence or not, but they also discovered that
my rear wheel cylinders had also "exploded. Old parts have been retained. One month ago I
needed to have brakes replaced, and assumed that because the light came on this was an
indicator. After brakes were replaced, brake fluid was still disappearing. I also found a drip on
my pedal from somewhere under the dash, after my foot slipped on the clutch from slick brake
fluid, and nearly wrecked my car on I when I needed to shift into a lower gear after my foot slid
right off the pedal. Turns out the master cylinder is leaking. My car is only 3. Still not a safe
situation when you can't keep your foot on the pedal. There was no warning light illuminated to
alert the driver. The contact noticed a presence of hydraulic fluid in the driver side carpet. The
vehicle was taken to the dealership, who determined a leak from the clutch master cylinder,
which was located inside the vehicle. The clutch master cylinder and the brake master cylinder,
located in the engine compartment had a common reservoir. The clutch master cylinder affected
the fluid level of the brake master cylinder. The dealership indicated there was no recall for this
defect. The manufacturer had not yet been contacted. Front brakes were uneven badly in shop
at bartow Ford number of times never fix work on it till the warranty was up now my family is
stuck with payments on a unsafe car. While applying the brakes pedal went to the floor.
Consumer was able to maintain control of the vehicle, and drove it to the dealer for inspection.
Mechanic determined that the master cylinder needed to be replaced. I had to stop the car with
the hand brake. Had it serviced by Ford and it was a master cylinder failure. Master cylinder is
bleeding. Manufacturer notified and informed dealer that they are aware of the problem from
other vehicles. Parts delayed because they were being adjusted by Ford. Vehicle repaired. Car
Problems. Brake Master Cylinder problem of the Ford Focus 1. Brake Master Cylinder problem
of the Ford Focus 2. Brake Master Cylinder problem of the Ford Focus 3. Brake Master Cylinder
problem of the Ford Focus 4. Brake Master Cylinder problem of the Ford Focus 5. Brake Master
Cylinder problem of the Ford Focus 6. Brake Master Cylinder problem of the Ford Focus 7.
Brake Master Cylinder problem of the Ford Focus 8. Brake Master Cylinder problem of the Ford
Focus 9. Brake Master Cylinder problem of the Ford Focus Service Brakes problems. Brake Disc
Pads problems. Brake Disc problems. Brake Disc Rotor problems. Brake Electric Antilock
problems. Brake Foundation Components problems. Brakes Failed problems. Brake Drum
problems. Brake Disc Caliper problems. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended
warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Ford Focus
problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive repairs Worried about
potential repair costs? Chart based on 24 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Calipers,
pads etc etc all had to be replaced. Drums at rear needed work. When I tried to remove the
wheel, one of the studs would just spin in the drum. NTB replaced the drum free of charge since
they had installed the wheels last. Re-positioned brake pad retaining clip and accidentally
twisted brake hose. Took car to shop, they fixed hose and tried to bleed brakes and
mis-diagnosed problem as master cylinder failure. Hydraulic fluid was lost. Needed to replace
brakes lines and calipers. There was no warning when the brakes failed, and my son almost hit
a school bus. Had to rock car back and forth to free up. No tow, no charge. See TrueDelta's
information for all Ford models. Emergency brake cables replaced - discovered they were
seized when rear brakes were being serviced. Caliper not releasing, front right brake stuck on,
overheated disc glowing orange. During routine brake maintenance rear drum replacement ,
found leaking rear wheel cylinder. Caliper glide pins froze on drivers side front wheel. Replaced
caliper pins, rotor, and brake pads. Replaced right hand brake caliper. Not sure what problem
was - likely warped rotors Cost Estimated - warranty. Sway bar end links replaced, RF Door lock
motor and latch replaced, Brake booster and master cylinder replaced, radio replaced, AC lines

tightened. I wanted to paint the brake drum. Following non-reported pad replacement, tried to
bleed brakes and replaced brake fluid in entire system. Brakes failed due to corroded rear brake
line. Frozen due to lack of driving. Replace front Rotors and Pads, which were original since I
purchased the car 7 years ago. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. My Ford Focus wagon needed
brakes because the front end would shake when I applied brakes. Also noticed a whirling noise
from the back off car but did not mention that to my mechanic. He took it for a test drive and
asked if I noticed the whirling noise too. He said he was concerned and checked that 1st. My
right rear tire was frozen and not turning, that's where the noise was coming from. It had to be
cut off in order to be replaced. He told me that the wheel could have broke off while driving and
could have killed me, I had that repaired, along with front end brakes and replaced warped
rotors. Then just 2 days later backed out of my driveway and broke a front right coil spring. A
year later replaced the alternator. And last week just had to pay for a rebuilt transmission,
because would not shift properly, upon observation the transmission had metal chips in
transmission fluid and needed to be replaced. I cant believe no recall on this car! The front
springs on the Ford Focus are faulty. The front passenger side spring was cracked, and took
the car to Goodyear to get repaired, since it's out of warranty including the extended warranty I
purchased. I then lettered Ford, and they said in November they mailed a notice to customers
which I never received notifying them of F the problem with the springs. They said there is no
recall, but they are repairing under a customer satisfaction program. They said I should have
brought my car to the dealer and it would have been repaired for free. They would not reimburse
me. I even tried to negotiate and asked them to at least reimburse me what they would have paid
their dealer but they refused. This car also has defective brakes and rotors. When the car was
under the original 3 yr 36, mile warranty, the front and rear brakes and rotors needed to be
replaced. Ford said they could not repair the rotors or cut them, and brakes and rotors are
excluded from the warranty. A few yrs later, same thing, front brakes and rotors, and again, I
was told the rotors can't be cut, they always have to be replaced. On March 13, while driving in
heavy traffic on dry pavement the contact tried to decelerate by applying the brake pedal and
the pedal was pushed two to three times until coming to a complete stop, narrowly avoiding
another vehicle in front of the contact's vehicle. Also, on March 19, while driving in heavy traffic
in the morning the same problem occurred, the brakes did not work, the contact made a hard
right hand turn, causing the vehicle's rear end to swing to the left, while the front end continued
to swing right toward the guard rail. After coming to a complete stop the vehicle was struck on
the rear driver's side by another oncoming vehicle. The contact struck her head, but required no
additional medical assistance. The failure mileage was Search CarComplaints. I have a Ford
Focus ZX5 that is well maintained. Within the first years, I have had to replace the front brakes
and rotors. In I had to replace the battery. In I had to replace the right rear window motor.
Presently the left rear window motor isn't working; the window will not go up. The rear front
window is not working properly and the air bag light comes on each time the car is started and
stays on. The cd player had to be replaced in In all four tires had to be replaced because of
factory dry rot. I regularly service and maintain the car, and have approximately 28, miles on it. I
take excellent care of my vehicle and feel this car is not made with quality parts and that it is not
safe. Although I drive at normal speeds, it does not get the mileage stated on the sticker.
Consumer complained about brake problems. Both front and rear brake were replaced in less
than 3 years. The brake pedal was making a noise. The dealer and manufacturer stated that the
proble was the brake booster and that it was a normal thing. This failure made it harder to stop
the car. Manufacturer said to fix this problem would make this failure worse. Also, said this was
not a safety issues. Manufacturer said do not worry about this. First happened about 8 months
ago. Now it happenes everytime the car is used. Multiple failures; continual issues with brakes.
Correct water leak and patch tire. The alternator needed to be replaced. I have experienced
problem after problem since purchasing my svt Focus. Random stalls, leaks, and noises. Shift
linkage failure, wheel bearing failure, power window problems. Intake manifold failure, wrong
idle speed, loss of electrical power. Don't buy a Ford car, you'll regret it. At this early mileage
the brake pads and rotors need to be replaced. We were informed by the service manager at the
dealer that this is a problem the see often because of the type of brake pads and type of rotors.
This is unbelievable that Ford is hiding this problem. We bought a brand new car so we
wouldn't have this problem. Fuel pump was replaced twice from January to June sterring wheel
and car shake while stopping and driving at 50 mph or above brakes have been checked 3 times
finally had replaced and rotors, no change in performance - Denver, CO, USA. Today is the
fourth time my car has been towed for service for a recurring problem: Brake sensor fails and

car won't shift out of park - disabling the vehicle. This problem last had me stranded in
Tennessee. I feel this is a vehicle failure rather than dealership failure. I am concerned where I
will be stranded next. I believe my car might be a lemon. I am extremely concerned that my
vehicle fails, is repaired and fails again with no warning. I am scared to drive the car not
knowing where I will be next when it does not work. I would like to know what can be done to
insure this problem is fixed; and what should be done in the event I cannot be guaranteed that
this problem will not occur again. I bought my fordfocus in August from universal Ford
dealership in long island city, New York. About one month later of having the Focus my brakes
started squealing. My new car only felt and drove like a new car for one month. I took back the
car for service and they told me the car is normal. I recently changed my brake pads and had my
rotors checked out and still am having brakes squealing. My Focus has only 30, miles and the
brakes have been serviced four times for the same reason. I have had to replace my brake pads
and rotors do to the excessive warping and wearing. Fixed numerous times, and the problem
persists. Dealership informed me that this is a major issue with the Focus, but no recall has
been made to notify the problem. I guess Ford is waiting for a few fatalities before addressing
the issue. Sad but true. Welcome to corporate America! The vehicle was taken to the dealer
because noise was heard coming from the front brakes. The dealer replaced the front brakes.
The brake problem continued. The radio had no bass and after the vehicle was shut off the radio
would turn back on. Consumer states when starting the vehicle in the morning, the brakes
would not work. I bought my 19 year old daughter a new Focus because I felt new cars were
safer and more reliable. Today, she was involved in an accident. She has had ongoing problems
with the brakes making noise and not being responsive. On her way to have them looked at
again, she made a left onto a major road and the traffic in front of her was at a dead stop. It was
the rav 4 in front of her, not her brakes, that stopped her car dead. Thankfully, no one was hurt.
To add insult to injury, the airbag I felt would protect her did not deploy. How many complaints
have to be submitted before things get addressed by a manufacturer? Unfortunately, like a lot of
other consumers, we found this out the hard way. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Saved money buying these rotors here. Going to buy the rest of the break stuff
for my Ford Focus. Great pricing. I ordered it the parts came in a timely manner. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: ABS Ring. ABS Speed Sensor. Backing Plate Dust Hole
Cover. Brake Bleeder Screw. Brake Booster. Brake Caliper. Brake Caliper Guide Pin. Brake
Drum. Brake Drum Set. Brake Drum and Brake Shoe Kit. Brake Fluid. Brake Fluid Level Sensor.
Brake Hardware Kit. Brake Hose. Brake Hose Lock. Brake Light. Brake Light Bulb. Brake Light
Switch. Brake Line. Brake Master Cylinder. Brake Master Cylinder Bleeding Tool. Brake Pad Set.
Brake Pad and Rotor Kit. Brake Pedal Position Sensor. Brake Pressure Switch Connector. Brake
Rotor Set. Brake Shoe Keeper Kit. Brake Shoe Set. Brake Switch Harness. Caliper Bolt. Caliper
Bolt Kit. Caliper Bracket Mounting Bolt. Caliper Bushing. Caliper Guide Pin. Caliper Piston.
Caliper Repair Kit. Disc Brake Caliper Hardware Kit. Disc Brake Hub. Drum Brake Adjusting
Spring Kit. Drum Brake Hardware Kit. Parking Brake Cable. Parking Brake Hardware Kit. Parking
Brake Switch Connector. Stop Light Switch. Wheel Cylinder. Wheel Hub Assembly. Air Intake.
Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine
Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY
Solutions. Dynamic Friction. Power Stop. Shop By Vehicle. Raybestos Brake Rotor - Front. Click
to Enlarge. Raybestos R Brake Rotor. Features: Professional Grade Brake Rotor. Raybestos
Brake Rotor - Rear. Features: Advanced Technology Brake Rotor. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Notes: -- Traditional brake rotors - Ceramic brake pads. Notes: -- Traditional
brake rotors - Semi-Metallic brake pads. DuraGo Brake Rotor - Front. DuraGo Brake Rotor Rear. Dynamic Friction Brake Rotor - Front. Pronto Brake Rotor - Front. Pronto BR Brake Rotor.
Pronto Brake Rotor - Rear. Centric Brake Rotor - Front. Centric Brake Rotor - Rear. Centric
Brake Rotor - Front Right. Image is not vehicle specific. Centric Brake Rotor - Rear Left. Centric
Brake Rotor - Rear Right. Centric Brake Rotor - Front Left. Motorcraft Brake Rotor - Front.
Features: All components engineered to tight tolerances to help provide excellent performance.
Rotor plate thickness and mass, as well as the number and shape of cooling vanes are
designed specifically for each vehicle platform for optimal performance and cooler operating
temperatures. Dynamically mill-balanced to help provide vibration free stops. Unique
micro-finishing provides a uniform braking surface for smoother stopping. No machining
required or coatings to remove. Cooling fins help direct air between the plates to help for
maximum cooling and performance. For Unicast rotors, wheel studs and bearing races are
included. Show More Show Less. X 16 In. Alloy Wheels. Product List Price:. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Shipping Options: Ground Shipping. Bendix Brake Rotor - Rear.
Bosch Brake Rotor - Front. Bosch Brake Rotor - Rear. Brembo Brake Rotor - Front. Features:
Supplied with necessary fixing hardware UV Coating for the entire disc. Power Stop Brake Rotor

- Front. Wagner Brake Rotor - Front. Features: Minimal fading. Maximum braking performance
due to the revolutionary multifunctional groove Minimal scoring, even under high stress Longer
service life Meta Cote anti-corrosion protection Safe braking on wet pavement Shorter
installation time. No pre-cleaning needed Wear detection at a glance. No disassembly or
measuring required Sporty look, especially with open wheels. Pronto BR September 30th,
Posted by Fast shipping. DuraGo BK April 11th, Posted by Rob grimm. Great product! Fast
shipping I would buy from here mant times in the future. November 4th, Posted by Great!
Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Ford Focus. Vehicle Ford Focus. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Sub Model Ford
Focus. Catalog: P. Vehicle Brake Ford Focus. Alloy Wheels Features: All components
engineered to tight tolerances to help provide excellent performance. Catalog: A. Catalog: N.
Catalog: H. Vehicle Body Ford Focus. Catalog: T. If you are driving a Ford FOCUS , or if you are
planning to purchase one, then it is important that you review reported Service Brakes,
Hydraulic problems and defects. Total reports: Dealer Notified Ts. Vehicle was not us
2017 ford raptor upfitter switches wiring diagram
joe van horn chev
wheel assembly diagram
ing Cruise Control. Oct 23, I Purchased A ford focus Se. I Was Billed The Leak Was Fixed.
Please Visit Www. Mileage was miles. Original Owner. Vehicle was purchased on Apr 26,
Thankfully, No One Was Hurt. Vehicle was involved in a crash. Accident was reported to Police.
Vehicle was using Cruise Control. June 14, Apr 12, Sept 03, Sad But True. Welcome To
Corporate America! Aug 01, Sept 01, Apr 05, Mileage was 0 miles. Nov 15, Apr 15, Random
Stalls, Leaks, And Noises. July 15, Oct 15, Spindle Holding Brakes Was Stripped. Dec 27, Jan
03, First Happened About 8 Months Ago. June 20, I Recently Purchased A Used ford focus. Oct
21, Aug 30, The Failure Mileage Was Mar 19, The Contact Owns A ford focus. They Would Not
Reimburse Me. July 11, Apr 29, Had Extended Warranty. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Ford
Problems. Popular Pages Home. More Info. Social Twitter Facebook. All rights reserved. Privacy
Policy.

